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Unrivaled Medicine God 

Chapter 831: Fiendish Shadow’s First Appearance 

“If I were you, I wouldn’t do this kind of foolish thing, to go provoke Brother Ye!” 

Kingstone was just about to make a move when a voice sounded out behind him. Turning around to take 

a look, it was Sheng Jun. 

Kingstone’s face fell, and he said, “Sheng Jun, what do you mean by that?” 

“Don’t blame me for not warning you, if you look down on Brother Ye because he’s Boundless Realm, 

you’ll suffer a huge loss!” Sheng Jun said coolly. 

“Humph! Boundless Realm is Boundless Realm, can he still overturn the heavens?” 

Ye Yuan’s strength, if not personally witnessed, it was very hard for the average person to imagine. 

Ye Yuan’s performance that day already made Sheng Jun utterly convinced. In his eyes, Ye Yuan already 

had the qualifications to be treated as an equal with them Young Lords. 

“No need to say no more rubbish either. How Brother Ye’s strength is like, you’ll naturally know after 

entering the boneyard. Right now, it’s still best to not stir up trouble. Wait until you enter the boneyard, 

you’ll naturally know Brother Ye’s painstaking efforts. Making you guys all join in was also something 

that couldn’t be helped,” Sheng Jun said. 

Kingstone shot a fierce glare at Sheng Jun and said with a cold snort, “Humph!This score, we’ll settle it 

again later!” 

Finished talking, Kingstone turned right around and left. 

“Many thanks to Brother Sheng for helping out!” Ye Yuan clasped his hands and said with a smile. 

“Huhu, Brother Ye is too kind. With Brother Ye’s strength, Kingstone can’t do anything to you at all. I just 

don’t wish for unnecessary issues to crop up before entering the boneyard. That’s why I made an 

unnecessary move,” Sheng Jun responded with a smile. 

Ye Yuan nodded, indicating that he understood. 

“Brother Ye, the seven great Holy Lands have already gathered together. What should we do now? Right 

now is still daytime, that boneyard has already disappeared. How do we enter?” Hua Shujie came up to 

ask as well. 

Ye Yuan said, “Let everybody gather around first.” 

After a round of calling, a hundred over people gathered around. 

Ye Yuan fished out several glass balls from inside his storage ring and threw them into the air, casually 

firing out several attacks, and directly shattering the glass balls. 

Milky white powder scattered down, as if it was snowing, enveloping these hundred over people inside. 
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Wei Cheng’s expression changed, and he said, “Ye Yuan, what the hell are you doing?!” 

As he was talking, he was going to avoid these powder. 

The other people’s reactions were the same as him, all afraid of Ye Yuan being up to some mischief. 

“Whoever wants to deal with the zombies by themselves, just directly go out! I won’t stop!” 

One sentence made everyone freeze. 

Ye Yuan swept over everyone and said coolly, “This thing is called Agarwood Powder. It has extremely 

strong corrosive effects against zombies and is also something that zombies are very fearful of. Covering 

on the body, zombies will automatically avoid you guys.” 

“It’s actually Agarwood Powder! Heard that this thing is extremely hard to refine! Didn’t expect that 

Crimson Afterglow actually has this kind of excellent stuff!” 

“I also heard before that zombies below Tier 5 will melt upon contact. It can be said to be a jinx of 

zombies! I even heard that there are higher grades of Agarwood Powder that even Corpse Venerables, 

Corpse Emperors are extremely fearful of!” 

“Great! This time, entering the boneyard, we finally have an additional layer of protection!” 

These were all elder-class martial artists. Their knowledge and experiences were all very extensive. 

Some people were immediately overjoyed when they heard that it was Agarwood Powder. 

In order to enter this boneyard, Ye Yuan also made ample preparations these few days. Agarwood 

Powder was one of them. 

The zombies inside were too many. If killing one by one, it was also not possible to kill finish when one 

killed until they were completely drained. 

In order to save essence energy, one naturally had to avoid these zombies. 

Apart from this, Ye Yuan naturally also refined a large batch of a useful medicinal pill. 

With the Crimson Afterglow Holy Land as support, Ye Yuan naturally had assurance in refining these 

things as well. 

Before long, the Agarwood Powder landed, blanketing a layer on everyone’s bodies. 

Regarding this trick of Ye Yuan’s, everyone was naturally endlessly grateful. 

Finished doing this, Ye Yuan flew into the air. Overlooking this stretch of flatland, his gaze revealed a 

ruminating look. 

“Humph! Purposely pretending to be mysterious! If the boneyard can be found during the day, was 

there still a need to wait until the corpse tide erupted before discovering it?” Wei Cheng said scornfully. 

Right at this time, Ye Yuan suddenly had several additional small flags appear in his hands. 

Swoosh! Swoosh! Swoosh! 

In an instant, Ye Yuan fired out all of the small flags in his hands, inserting in various positions. 



Just as everyone was feeling baffled, a several dozen feet wide hole suddenly appeared in the ground, 

linking straight underground! 

“This ... How was this done? Could it be that there is still a grand array here? But I didn’t detect it at all!” 

A Phaseless Realm elder exclaimed in shock. 

“Brother Ye, how did you do it? I even thought that we have to wait until nighttime and have a huge 

battle with the zombies again!” Sheng Jun said in puzzlement. 

Ye Yuan said smilingly, “I already detected it on that day. There seems to be an ancient grand array here. 

Its power is extremely strong! This boneyard should have existed all along. It’s just that because it was 

concealed by the ancient grand array, that’s why it became a flatland. If my conjectures are right, this 

ancient grand array should have loosened up somewhat, that’s why it resulted in the evil yin qi escaping, 

and zombies running rampant. And the boneyard will also appear when the yin qi is at the peak at 

night.” 

Sheng Jun was taken aback from shock. They were killing the zombies together with Ye Yuan, but Ye 

Yuan actually perceived so many things and thought of ways to crack it. 

This Ye Yuan was truly remarkable! He was actually even well-versed in array formations! 

This skill of Ye Yuan’s evidently opened up a hole in the grand array, linking straight to the boneyard. 

“Brother Ye truly has excellent measures. This Sheng is ashamed of his inferiority,” Sheng Jun praised 

from the bottom of his heart. 

Ye Yuan smiled and said, “Brother Sheng is too kind. This grand array concealing the boneyard should 

only be an outer-ring array formation. Through countless years of depletion, the power is already far 

from before. Otherwise, with this Ye’s this bit of strength, I can’t crack it either.” 

Ye Yuan said it simply. Actually, opening up a hole in this grand array was not what the average person 

could accomplish. 

This grand array was extremely profound and fitted together perfectly with the surrounding 

environment. It was extremely hard to be detected. 

If Ye Yuan did not study the Array Formations Three Volumes, he might really not have the ability to 

crack it. 

Ye Yuan already detected the grand array on that day. After returning, he prepared several array flags 

for the sake of today’s array cracking use. 

“The matter brooks no delay. Take the chance that the time of the day is still early; let’s enter the 

boneyard earlier. Daytime’s yang qi is extremely flourishing. Even if zombies hide underground, their 

strengths are greatly weakened too. It’s precisely the opportune moment for us to infiltrate.” Ye Yuan 

said. 

Everyone naturally did not have any objections and entered the boneyard from the entrance of the hole. 

After everybody disappeared, two figures appeared from goodness knows where, and stood at the 

entrance of the hole. 



The two people were covered up in black clothes all over their bodies. Their faces could not be seen 

clearly at all. 

“Je je ... These guys really have no idea of death or danger, to actually dare enter the Unparalleled 

Ancient Fiend Sealing Grand Array,” one of them said. 

“Them entering the Unparalleled Ancient Fiend Sealing Grand Array is just nice having a little more 

blood to offer up as a sacrifice to the Lord Fiendgod! Another half a month’s time, and we should be 

able to borrow the power of the corpse tide to thoroughly crack the grand array.” The other person said. 

“I didn’t think that this White Valiant Region actually still had such a capable person! That Crimson 

Afterglow boy isn’t simple!” 

“That boy is indeed quite peculiar. But doesn’t matter, he’s going to die soon, either way.” 

Unrivaled Medicine God 

Chapter 832: Yin Wind Lair 

The party followed the long corridor, walking deep underground. 

Waves of yin wind howled over in the corridor. That bone-piercing feeling was practically on the verge of 

freezing everyone. 

This place was akin to an underground city. Not far away from where everyone was, there were even 

quite a number of zombies moving about aimlessly. The entire scene appeared incomparably horrifying. 

But these zombies were clearly very fearful of this group of people, all avoiding them like the plague. 

“This hellhole, no wonder it would cause such a large-scale corpse tide. If it keeps blowing like this, I feel 

like I’m going to be turned into a zombie!” 

In the dark, no idea who was the one who cursed either. 

“All thanks to Young Lord Ye’s Agarwood Powder. These zombies seeing us is like they saw ghosts, 

avoiding us immediately! Otherwise, who knows how many bitter fights we’d have to experience going 

underground!” 

“Pooh! You’re the ghost! Your whole family members are all ghosts! Do you know how to talk or not?” 

Although the spectacle was quite harrowing, these martial artists all loosened up a little when they saw 

that it was not too dangerous either. They even cracked jokes. 

The jesting dialogue incurred a wave of loud laughters too. 

“Young Lord, apart from zombies in this place, it’s still zombies. Where do we start?” Wu Siyuan 

suddenly opened his mouth to ask. 

Ye Yuan said, “Here are all low-level zombies. The source must be in deeper areas. We just have to care 

about walking towards the depths. We’ll definitely be able to discover a little something. But before this, 

we have to find a yin wind lair first to let Elder Sister Cai Yue absorb extreme yin qi. Elder Sister Cai Yue, 

you’re very sensitive towards perceiving extreme yin qi and should be able to find a yin wind lair, right?” 
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Cai Yue was currently trembling all over. She was clearly not very used to the gloomy and cold 

environment here. 

Her Heavenly Yin Terminal Meridian Physique loves places with strong yang qi the most. She was very 

sensitive to this kind of gloomy and cold places. 

It was precisely because so that this kind of physique did not dare to come into contact with the 

boneyard, this sort of land of extreme yin. Yet, Ye Yuan acted in a diametrically opposite way. Not only 

did he bring Cai Yue in, he even wanted to make her absorb the extreme yin qi. 

Cai Yue nodded her head when she heard that. Pointing to a passageway, she said, “Carry on walking 

another 10 miles or so in that direction, there should be a yin wind lair.” 

“Alright then, we’ll walk in that direction,” Ye Yuan said. 

“Heh, the chilly air on this Elder Sister’s body is so heavy, you’re actually still using extreme yin qi to 

treat it. Ye Yuan, are you helping her or harming her? This Elder Sister, our Cloud Watchtower Holy Land 

has a high-rank Alchemy Venerable powerhouse; he’s definitely much stronger compared to this brat. As 

long as Elder Sister is willing, Younger Brother is willing to invite him to take action and help treat Elder 

Sister!” said Wei Cheng who suddenly moved closer to Cai Yue. 

Wei Cheng did not know what illness Cai Yue had and was also unaware of Cai Yue’s ‘black widow’ title. 

But he indeed had his breath taken away by Cai Yue’s looks and seductiveness. 

Even though Cai Yue’s age was slightly older, she emitted the lingering charm of a mature woman from 

head to toe. Forget about Wei Cheng, a young lad brimming with vigor and vitality, even those Phaseless 

Realm elders, each and every one of them was also unable to hide their covetous eyes. 

In this boneyard, Cai Yue’s body was incomparably frail. How could she still emit seductiveness like 

normally? 

But her condition at present could stir up men’s desire to protect even more. 

Hearing Wei Cheng’s words, Cai Yue forced a smile and said, “Thank you for Young Lord Wei’s good 

intentions. But this lowly one’s illness, I’m afraid only Young Lord Ye can treat it. Even that Alchemy 

Venerable of yours is bound to be at a loss on what to do as well.” 

Wei Cheng’s face turned black, his face unwittingly somewhat burning. 

In the White Valiant Region, a high-rank Alchemy Venerable was absolutely a pinnacle existence already. 

He fully thought that by pulling out an Alchemy Venerable, he could definitely make Cai Yue throw 

herself into his arms. 

Who knew that Cai Yue actually made him unable to get down the stage in front of so many people. 

Wei Cheng did not know Cai Yue’s identity. How would he know that the Heaven’s Destiny Trading 

Company did not lack Alchemy Venerable experts at all? 

If an Alchemy Venerable could treat her Heavenly Yin Terminal Meridian Physique, she would have been 

cured long ago. 



Cai Yue suddenly gave a muddled groan, her soft body toppling down into Ye Yuan’s embrace. Ye Yuan 

hurriedly supported her. 

Softness in his embrace, an extremely alluring fragrance tunneled into Ye Yuan’s nostrils. 

This woman was truly phenomenal. Even if she was wan and sallow until like this, it was also a 

tremendous temptation to men, Ye Yuan sighed emotionally in his heart. 

“Young Master Ye, this lowly one is so cold and can’t walk anymore. Hold me tightly in your arms, 

alright?” Cai Yue said quiveringly in Ye Yuan’s embrace. 

She really could not walk anymore and did not have the slightest intention of acting spoiled. 

But this scene was ambiguous to the extreme the way others saw it. 

Especially Wei Cheng, his eyes nearly popped out. 

“This woman must be Ye Yuan’s exclusive slice of meat. This brat ... Based on what?!” Wei Cheng hated 

immensely in his heart. 

With Wei Cheng’s identity and status, whatever kind of woman he wanted, they could be obtained 

easily. 

But reaching Ye Yuan here, it just did not work! 

He even brought out a high-rank Alchemy Venerable, but Cai Yue did not even pay attention to him. 

Ye Yuan saw that Cai Yue’s conscious was already somewhat fuzzy, muttering non-stop in his embrace. 

He heaved a slight sigh right away and lifted Cai Yue up. 

Ye Yuan clearly sensed many odd meaningful looks, but he could not be bothered to explain, walking 

over in the direction Cai Yue pointed. 

A very pure man and woman relationship, but it was completely not the case in other people’s eyes. 

This kind of sexy femme fatale being embraced in Ye Yuan’s embrace, how could others not be envious? 

Walking a few miles, the majority of the people were no longer able to go deeper. 

The so-called yin wind lair was like the mouth of a spring, continuously sending out extreme yin qi. It 

was a place where yin qi was the heaviest. 

Ordinary martial artists could not withstand this kind of chilly yin qi at all. Extreme yin qi entering the 

body would cause irreversible damage to the body. 

“There is an open ground there. You guys go there and wait first. I’ll bring Cai Yue in.” Ye Yuan said to 

everyone. 

Wu Siyuan’s expression changed, and he said, “Young Lord, this yin wind lair’s extreme yin qi is too 

heavy. Even I can’t quite withstand it. You go in like this, nothing will happen, right?” 

Ye Yuan said with a smile, “Just some extreme yin qi, no harm.” 



Finished talking, Ye Yuan carried Cai Yue and walked towards the yin wind lair, his profile gradually 

vanishing in everyone’s line of sight. 

Ye Yuan’s true dragon body and the Spirit Bristle Nine Yang Divine Art were both extreme yang and 

indomitable cultivation method and physique in this world. Though the extreme yin qi in here was 

strong, it really could not do anything to him. 

Really know how to pretend! This Young Lord doesn’t believe that you’ll be completely fine entering this 

yin wind lair! Best if you never come out again! Wei Cheng secretly cursed in his heart. 

Wei Cheng’s entire person was almost frozen stiff. The yin qi here was already on the verge of reaching 

his limits. 

Separating from the team, Ye Yuan’s speed was released fully. The distance of several miles was covered 

very quickly. 

This place was an enormous cavern. The extreme yin qi on the ground was practically materialized, 

forming a vortex, as if it was a black hole. 

The extreme yin qi continuously scoured Ye Yuan’s body but was directly shaken off by him. 

“Ugh ...” 

Cai Yue already thoroughly fainted at this time and was completely unable to take the initiative to 

absorb the extreme yin qi. 

Ye Yuan sighed slightly, put her on the ground, and summoned Blackwind. 

“Blackwind, you help to guard me. I’ll help her absorb the extreme yin qi!” Ye Yuan instructed. 

Unrivaled Medicine God 

Chapter 833: Corpse Venerable 

Ye Yuan laid Cai Yue flat on the ground. He casually pulled out a hundred over earth essence crystals and 

started to swiftly set them up around Cai Yue. 

The array formation he set up was similar to a spirit gathering formation. But this time, it was used to 

gather extreme yin qi. 

The speed Ye Yuan set up the array formation was very quick. It was done in a short while. 

Once the array formation was complete, it started to operate automatically. 

Titanic amounts of extreme yin qi swarmed towards the array formation with a howl. 

But when Ye Yuan saw the situation, he furrowed his brows. 

“Cai Yue already lost consciousness and is completely unable to take the initiative to absorb the extreme 

yin qi. At this rate, it will bring only harm and no benefits to her body! Forget it, when doing someone a 

favor, go all the way. Let me lend you another helping hand!” 

Ye Yuan jumped lightly, entering inside the array formation. 
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He helped Cai Yue sit up. A surge of essence energy enveloped her, letting her sit steady, then four 

palms came face-to-face. 

Huff huff ... 

Ye Yuan revolved essence energy, absorbing all of the extreme yin qi gathered by the array formation 

into his own body, then passing it into Cai Yue’s body from his palm. 

Just like this, the extreme yin qi his Cai Yue’s body accumulated more and more, while her body became 

increasingly colder too. 

In the end, her body actually did not even have a trace of vitality anymore. 

But Ye Yuan was seemingly oblivious and still poured extreme yin qi into her body. 

All of a sudden, Ye Yuan opened his eyes, looking at Cai Yue rather excitedly. 

He distinctly detected it just now, a hint of yang qi was born in Cai Yue’s body! 

“Ugh ...” 

Cai Yue’s brows were slightly knitted, moaning slightly. She actually survived from a state of impending 

death! 

Gradually, the yang qi within Cai Yue’s body became increasingly vigorous. 

When she gradually opened both eyes, she could not help being startled inwardly. 

Ye Yuan actually used his own body to pass the extreme yin qi onto her. This would cause tremendous 

harm to Ye Yuan! 

“Calm your spirit and focus your mind. Continue absorbing the extreme yin qi! If there’s anything to say, 

say it later! You’re tantamount to have already died once. The Heavenly Yin Terminal Meridian Physique 

is already broken. In the future, not only will it not ask for your life, it will even make your cultivation 

advance by leaps and bounds! This extreme yin qi is highly beneficial to your cultivation. Absorb it in full-

force,” seeing Cai Yue wake up, Ye Yuan directly retracted his palms and instructed her. 

Cai Yue’s heart jolted. After nodding slightly, she started absorbing extreme yin qi with all her strength 

too. 

Ye Yuan got up and left the array formation. The moment he landed, he actually staggered and nearly 

tumbled to the ground. 

Blackwind jumped in fright and hurriedly said, “Master, are you alright?” 

Ye Yuan waved his hand and said, “No worries. The extreme yin qi here is indeed impressive. Even my 

body constitution couldn’t quite suppress it! The friend inside, you’ve already peeped for so long, do you 

plan to keep on peeping like this?” 

Blackwind went blank. He actually did not discover that there were still others here! 

A shadow revealed his figure from behind the yin grotto. It was a middle-aged person dressed in black 

robes. 



Looking from the exterior, this middle-aged man was no different from ordinary people. But a faint 

green light emitted from his eyes, appearing rather demonic. 

“Looks like we seemed to have interrupted your peaceful cultivation. Sorry about that,” Ye Yuan clasped 

his hands and said. 

The middle-aged man opened his mouth and said, “You absorbed so much extreme yin qi and actually 

didn’t die!” 

The middle-aged man’s voice was very hoarse, sounding very dry, making people very uncomfortable. 

“Just some extreme yin qi, it won’t take my life yet. But I didn’t expect that this yin grotto is actually a 

Corpse Venerable’s grotto. This one was anxious in saving people and was rather presumptuous,” Ye 

Yuan said coolly. 

This middle-aged man was actually a Tier 8 corpse venerable! 

Seems like apart from the eyes, he was already not much different from normal people. 

This yin grotto was a highly dangerous place for human martial artists, but to Corpse Venerables, it was 

a superb cultivation site. 

Not even a single zombie was seen in the vicinity here. Clearly, they did not dare to approach this place, 

because here was the grotto of this middle-aged man before their eyes! 

Of course, if this Corpse Venerable were not wary of Blackwind, he would probably have made a move 

long ago to deal with Ye Yuan. 

The middle-aged man sized Ye Yuan up for a while and opened his mouth to say, “I’ve seen you before. 

You’re ... very formidable!” 

“Oh? Looks like you were present on that day too. Didn’t expect that you can actually remember me,” 

Ye Yuan was rather surprised as he said. 

“Us zombies are very sensitive towards smell. Even though a layer of Agarwood Powder is covered on 

your body, the original scent can’t be hidden from me,” the corpse venerable said. 

This Agarwood Powder was useful against low-level zombies. But to Corpse Venerable this kind of rank, 

it basically only existed in name. 

Ye Yuan shrugged his shoulders and said, “Fine then, there’s no need for us to catch up. But I’m quite 

curious, the few of you Corpse Venerables have clearly been here for a very long time already and have 

never interfered with the affairs of human martial artists. But why did you have to control those low-

level zombies to attack humans this time?” 

The middle-aged man mused for a moment and opened his mouth to say, “Nothing to do with us! 

However, I can’t tell you the reason why.” 

“Alright, then I’ll change the question. Inside this Unparalleled Ancient Fiend Sealing Grand Array, just 

what kind of existence is sealed? If my conjectures are right, this corpse tide probably can’t be unrelated 

with him, right?” Ye Yuan asked with a smile that wasn’t a smile. 



The middle-aged man had a deadpan face and was completely expressionless. But at this time, he was 

clearly unbelievably shocked by Ye Yuan’s guess. 

In reality, Ye Yuan had seen through the actual situation about this grand array on that day. The reason 

why he dragged the seven great Holy Lands all into the water was in order to find more helpers to deal 

with the situation. 

Ye Yuan researched very extensively into array formations. This Unparalleled Ancient Fiend Sealing 

Grand Array was a very famous grand array in the Ancient Era. Moreover, it was a Tier 10 grand array 

that only Deity Realm powerhouses could lay down! 

An existence that this kind of array formation sealed was bound to not be something ordinary. 

On that day, Ye Yuan distinctly sensed the Unparalleled Ancient Fiend Sealing Grand Array’s loosening 

up, and he also sensed the incredibly dangerous aura coming from inside the boneyard. 

Once this sort of thing broke out, those who would suffer would probably not just be the White Valiant 

Region. 

Hence, that was why Ye Yuan would summon so many people down. The goal was in order to stop this 

thing from breaking free! 

“You actually recognize this Unparalleled Ancient Fiend Sealing Grand Array! Looks like you’re even 

harder to deal with than I imagined! But even if you know, it’s useless too. I urge you to best return to 

the surface as soon as possible and make haste to leave this area,” the corpse venerable said in shock. 

Ye Yuan sighed slightly and said, “Who asked me to be a goody-two-shoes! This sort of thing, if I didn’t 

run into it, then forget it. Since it let me, Ye Yuan, run into it, then I can’t let him escape! If the matter 

can’t be done, it won’t be late for me to discuss it again at length.” 

Ye Yuan did not have much sentiments towards the White Valiant Region. But to the Crimson Afterglow 

Holy Land, he still had some feelings. 

This sort of feeling was very similar to when he was at the Tranquil Cloud Sect back then. 

Letting him watch the people here be plunged into misery and suffering passively, he could not do it! 

Withdrawing out of the White Valiant Region was just a final action that could not be helped. 

A large holy land’s roots were deeply rooted. How could wanting to migrate be something easy? 

Boom! 

Right then, Cai Yue erupted with a powerful aura in the array formation, and she was actually going to 

break through on the spot! 

“Looks like my friend has just about to recover. It was all thanks to your grotto though. Forget it, since 

that’s the case, I’ll gift you a lucky chance!” Ye Yuan said coolly. 

Unrivaled Medicine God 

Chapter 834: Pig-like Teammates 
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Ye Yuan circulated essence energy. With a convulsion, he actually expelled out all of the extreme yin qi 

within his body. 

That Corpse Venerable’s pupils constricted. Clearly, he did not expect it to actually be so easy for Ye 

Yuan to deal with this extreme yin qi. 

“Gifting me a lucky chance? You, this young man, are truly a bit too impudent!” the corpse venerable 

said. 

Ye Yuan was merely Boundless Realm cultivation but said that he wanted to gift a Tier 8 corpse 

venerable a lucky chance. This sounded somewhat comical no matter how one listened. 

Ye Yuan just smiled and actually fished out a large number of earth essence crystals again, and started to 

reinforce the array formation from before. 

Before long, inside this grotto was already completely covered by the array formation. 

“You ... You actually completely blocked the outflow of the extreme yin qi inside this yin grotto, raising 

the concentration of extreme yin qi within this grotto by several times!” the corpse venerable said in 

shock. 

This array formation actually directly blocked off the outflow of yin qi through Ye Yuan’s reinforcement, 

gathering all of the extreme yin qi within this cavern. 

If the corpse venerable cultivated here, it could be said to yield twice the results with half the effort! 

Even if he had a corpse face, his expression at this time was fascinating to the extreme too. 

“Just some meager tricks. Just take it as giving a plum in return for a peach! This array formation can 

roughly maintain for one year plus. In this period of time, you just cultivate well.” Ye Yuan said coolly. 

Originally, the array formation Ye Yuan set up was just a temporary array formation and would dissipate 

very quickly. 

But after going through the reinforcement, not only did the power of this array formation obtain a 

tremendous increase, the duration lengthened a lot too. 

This way, the value of this yin grotto would be much greater. 

The Corpse Venerable cultivating in here would absolutely yield twice the results with half the effort! 

Just this one year plus was also sufficient to let his cultivation shake off those of the same species by a 

great margin. 

At this time, Cai Yue’s breakthrough had also already drawn to an end. 

Originally, Cai Yue was peak Third Level Phaseless. Borrowing this yin qi force, she actually surged right 

through the Fourth Level Phaseless bottleneck, breaking through to the middle-stage Phaseless Realm! 

This was absolutely an enormous leap to Cai Yue. 

This hurdle, if Cai Yue cultivated normally, without ten years or eight years, it was very hard to break 

through. 



But now, in just a short period, she crossed a small stage. 

For the first time in her life, Cai Yue felt that her Heavenly Yin Terminal Meridian Physique was so 

wonderful. 

She came in front of Ye Yuan and bowed formally as she said, “Young Lord Ye, this lowly one’s life will be 

yours in the future! Toiling like a slave is all up to a word of your instructions.” 

Ever since triggering the Heavenly Yin Terminal Meridian Physique, the fear of death was like a bone-

festering maggot, plaguing her every day. 

Now, she finally utterly eliminated this sort of torture. 

Ye Yuan smiled and said, “Elder Sister is so beautiful, if you toil like a slave for me, how many men under 

the heaven will hunt me down!” 

Cai Yue was just like a young maiden at this time. Hearing these words, she actually blushed red and 

said, “Young Lord, don’t make fun of this lowly one!” 

“Not making fun for you. You didn’t see when I carried you in, what kind of expressions the rest looked 

at me with,” Ye Yuan said with a smile. 

Cai Yue said with a face full of grievances, “So what? Young Lord won’t even look this lowly one in the 

eye! This lowly one knows that she is already unchaste and isn’t good enough for Young Lord. But if 

Young Lord needs someone to wait upon you, you just have to say a word will do!” 

The current Cai Yue could be said to be filled with amorous feelings. Her mindset was already 

completely different from when she just knew Ye Yuan. These words were not teasing words, but words 

from the bottom of her heart. 

It was just that the current Ye Yuan did not have much of a leisurely and carefree mood. 

“Elder Sister don’t need to treat me like a stranger. It’s late, we’d best hurry back,” Ye Yuan said. 

This boneyard was full of dangers. Leaving for a long time, Ye Yuan was worried about the rest too. 

That Corpse Venerable sent Ye Yuan away with his eyes but did not say much, directly entering inside 

the array formation and started to cultivate. 

Returning to the place everyone was resting, Ye Yuan sensed that the atmosphere was not quite right. 

Looking over, there were actually quite a few people missing. 

When Wu Siyuan saw Ye Yuan, he hurriedly went up to greet, and said with a displeased look, “Young 

Lord, that Wei Cheng simply doesn’t know what’s good for him. He got impatient from waiting and 

actually brought people from Skymist and another Holy Land away, and they headed towards the 

depths! He even said that Young Lord was deliberately mystifying things, delaying everybody’s journey 

because of a woman!” 

Wu Siyuan had a face full of indignation. Clearly, he had a stomach full of pent up anger from arguing 

with Wei Cheng just now. 

Ye Yuan’s expression fell slightly, and he asked, “Where have they headed?” 



Wu Siyuan pointed in a direction and said, “Over there have two fork roads. Wei Cheng brought people 

and entered the corridor on the left!” 

Ye Yuan followed Wu Siyuan’s direction and looked over, and he could not help being speechless for a 

while. 

Ever since he entered the boneyard, he had always been advancing following the direction of the 

Unparalleled Ancient Fiend Sealing Grand Array. 

But the direction Wei Cheng walked in just happened to be opposite from the grand array. What they 

would run into, Ye Yuan did not dare to guarantee either. 

After all, this boneyard was very bizarre. Any danger appearing was very normal. 

Really not afraid of god-like opponents, only scared of pig-like teammates! 

Right then, Sheng Jun suddenly came forward and said to Ye Yuan, “Brother Ye, Wei Cheng brought 

away quite a number of people. I also urged bitterly for a long time, but he wouldn’t listen. In this kind 

of place, it’s best for our strength to not scatter. In my opinion, let’s go after them?” 

Ye Yuan mused for a moment and felt that what Sheng Jun said was reasonable too. He nodded his head 

and said, “Fine then. Everyone hasten your footsteps, we’ll catch up as quickly as possible.” 

The group of people followed Wei Cheng’s footprints, gradually entering deep inside. 

“Young Lord, along the way, the zombies seem to be getting lesser and lesser!” 

Along the way, the surrounding zombies got lesser and lesser. By now, there were barely any zombies in 

the corridor. 

Ye Yuan discovered this sort of strange situation too and said solemnly, “Looks like there should be 

some powerful existence ahead. Even these zombies are also quite wary. Otherwise, it’s not possible for 

these zombies’ numbers to get smaller and smaller.” 

Sheng Jun’s expression changed, and he said, “Doesn’t that mean that Wei Cheng they all might run into 

danger at anytime?” 

Ye Yuan nodded his head but did not say much. Now that it came to this, any more complaints were also 

of no help to the situation. 

He instructed everyone to quicken their pace and continued to chase over towards the depths. 

Barely traveling for a period of time, everyone discovered that the surrounding was already completely 

void of the figures of zombies. 

The entire corridor was empty and desolate inside, dead silent, making people feel rather uneasy 

instead. 

Right as they were walking, someone suddenly cried out, “Quickly look, there seem to be people there!” 

In front, there was indeed a person collapsed on the ground. 



Everyone walked closer to take a look. That person was wearing precisely the attire of the Skymist Holy 

Land on his. It was a Heaven Enlightenment Realm martial artist. 

Ye Yuan still had some impression of this person. But he was already a dead man at this time. 

Ye Yuan went forward to investigate a little. This person was already deader than dead. There were 

injuries all over his body, his death state very wretched, virtually dismembered by someone with a flurry 

of blades. There was no longer an intact spot on his body. 

Sheng Jun’s expression changed when he saw the situation and said, “Could it be that there are still 

others underground here? Looking at the wounds on his body, it should have been caused by blades and 

swords! Those zombies shouldn’t know how to use blades and swords, right?” 

Unrivaled Medicine God 

Chapter 835: Furious Scolding 

On the way, they discovered quite a number of dead bodies. They were all dismembered by attacks 

from blades and then died. It was definitely done by people, not zombies. 

Without a doubt, Wei Cheng’s group of people ran into danger. 

“Everybody, be on guard!” Ye Yuan instructed. 

Wei Cheng brought away three Holy Lands’ martial artists. Their strength was not weak. But there were 

still so many people killed. Clearly, the danger they ran into was also not ordinary. 

Everyone did not dare to disregard it when they heard that, becoming attentively and kept a sharp 

lookout. 

“Brother Ye, there seem to be people fighting in the place ahead. Could it be Wei Cheng they all?” Sheng 

Jun suddenly said. 

Ye Yuan heard the fighting sounds ahead too. Nodding his head, he said, “Very likely. Let’s hurry over!” 

The group of people hastened their footsteps and walked over following the fighting sounds. 

Not traveling very far, they indeed saw the profiles of Wei Cheng they all. They were currently immersed 

in an arduous battle. 

And what they were fighting was actually a large group of skeleton soldiers! The skeleton soldiers were 

all holding production style long sabers in their hands and were actually like an army. 

These skeleton soldiers’ strength was very formidable. There was no shortage of some with Tier 8 

strength among them. Furthermore, their numbers were massive, and they already surrounded Wei 

Cheng they all at this time. 

These three Holy Lands’ losses were tragic. If Ye Yuan they all still had not reached in time, they would 

probably be completely wiped out. 

“Go!” Ye Yuan did not hesitate in the slightest, issuing the order immediately. 

Dozens of martial artists rushed forward and got tangled up in a battle with those skeleton soldiers. 
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Wei Cheng was covered in blood all over at this time. He still sustained quite a few blades on his body. 

Even though he was holding a low-grade holy artifact in his hand, these skeletons’ defense was seriously 

too formidable. Although he killed quite a few skeletons, there were still even more skeletons 

surrounding over. 

He already killed until his hands were weak! 

“Could it be ... I’m going to die here? If I had known earlier, I wouldn’t have acted on my own. If I were 

to follow Ye Yuan, this sort of situation probably wouldn’t happen, right?” Wei Cheng already lost all 

hope in his heart. 

He was unbelievably remorseful in his heart right now. Although unwilling to admit it, Ye Yuan’s ability in 

all aspects was more than a great deal stronger than him. 

The leader of this group of people was undoubtedly Ye Yuan being the most suited. 

But when he saw Ye Yuan being in the limelight everywhere, he could not feel good in his heart no 

matter what. Hence, he incited the other two Holy Lands to leave the main force together. 

He didn’t think that the more they walked, the lesser the zombies got. In the end, many of this kind of 

skeleton soldiers actually dashed out all at once, surrounding them in all directions. They could not 

escape even if they wanted to flee. 

Although very unwilling to submit to Ye Yuan, in the final moment of his life, he actually deemed that Ye 

Yuan would be able to deal with this sort of situation! 

Bang! 

A skeleton soldier in front of Wei Cheng was actually directly smashed into dust! 

Bang! Bang! Bang! 

Very soon, the skeleton soldiers around him all fell down one by one. 

Wei Cheng’s originally dead and ash-gray eyes radiated splendor anew. 

A figure akin to a descended god let him saw hope anew. But when he saw that figure clearly, he could 

not help revealing a shocked expression. 

“Y-Ye Yuan! He ... He actually came to rescue me!” 

At this moment, Wei Cheng felt incredible irony. He made things difficult for Ye Yuan in all aspects and 

even went off with other three Holy Lands’ martial artists. But at the final juncture, the one who rescued 

him was Ye Yuan. 

Ye Yuan did not take notice of him and rushed to other areas immediately. 

With this exchange of blows, Ye Yuan’s expression changed slightly too. 

These skeletons completely did not defend at all. They only went on the offensive blindly! 



The strength of their skeleton frames was actually even tougher than high-grade profound artifacts! 

Those Tier 8 skeletons, their bodies were even comparable to low-grade holy artifacts! It was difficult for 

ordinary blades and swords to cause damage to them at all. 

Low-grade holy artifacts were very scarce to Rank Nine Holy Lands. Among these martial artists present, 

only the seven Holy Lands’ Young Lords and a small number of Phaseless Realm elders had low-grade 

holy artifacts. They could not cause any tangible harm to the skeletons at all. 

The strength of Wei Cheng’s group of people was not weak. It was no wonder that they would fall into a 

bitter battle. 

“Blackwind, come out!” Ye Yuan roared. Blackwind came out a roar. 

“Roar!” 

Blackwind gave a roar and directly trampled a skeleton with a foot. 

Blackwind already reached the brink of transforming into a dragon. The power of his fleshy body was 

already not much different compared to a true dragon. It was actually even more powerful than these 

skeletons! 

“Blackwind, you go and deal with those Tier 8 skeletons!” Ye Yuan ordered. 

“Yes!” 

Blackwind received the order and charged towards the skeleton group like a war chariot, falling into 

battle with those Tier 8 skeletons. 

Blackwind was well-worthy of possessing true dragon bloodline. His combat strength was formidable 

until it made people’s hair stand on end. His enormous claws were even comparable to holy artifacts. 

Under a single claw strike, even those Tier 8 skeletons were smashed. 

Among all of the martial artists, the only one who could keep up with Blackwind’s speed of killing the 

enemy was Ye Yuan. 

Those Tier 7 skeletons completely could not take a single blow under Ye Yuan’s fist. 

Ye Yuan once broke Nalan Hong’s sword with one punch. It could be seen how powerful his fleshy body 

was. 

Furthermore, Ye Yuan integrated the primeval dragon bone into his arm and underwent refinement 

daily. His fist was the most powerful place in his entire body, just like a glass cutter’s diamond. 

Even if the bones of these skeletons were any stronger, it was also not possible to be stronger than the 

primeval dragon bone. 

With the addition of these two people, a change happened to the battle situation very quickly. The 

skeleton soldiers around the three Holy Lands’ martial artists were swept away clean very quickly. 

Being snatched from the jaws of death, the three Holy Lands’ martial artists erupted with a huge cheer. 



But at present, the three Holy Lands’ martial artists’ casualties were already more than half. It could be 

said to be heavy losses. 

Bang! 

Just as everyone was cheering, a figure flew out all of a sudden, smashing heavily onto the walls of the 

cavern. 

Sheng Jun pointed at Wei Cheng and roared in an uncontrollable rage, “So many martial artists died 

because you were jealous of those more able than you! Are you happy now?” 

The surroundings quieted down all at once. The cheers died down too, only hearing Sheng Jun’s furious 

scolding. 

“You, this fool, think yourself to be infallible! As the Young Lord, you put your own subordinates in a 

dangerous situation. What is your intention?! You take a look at them yourself, because of that 

laughable pride of yours, they almost died because of you! And Kingstone also died because of you! If 

you can get out, how do you plan on giving an account to the Skymist Holy Land? This boneyard is so 

dangerous and yet, you treat it like child’s play! Really seeking death!” 

Not far away, Kingstone’s corpse was shockingly there. He was actually hacked to death by a flurry of 

blades by the skeleton soldiers already. 

The Skymist Holy Land’s Young Lord actually died pitifully here. 

Wei Cheng swept a glance over, only to see each and every one of the three Holy Lands’ martial artists 

covered in wounds, their faces seemingly haggard. 

And all of this was all thanks to him! 

Wei Cheng discovered that the three Holy Lands’ martial artists were all looking at him with fierce 

glares. Especially the Skymist Holy Land’s martial artists who wished that they could immediately come 

up and kill him. 

Even the Cloud Watchtower Holy Land’s martial artists were disappointed to the extreme in Wei Cheng. 

After this accident, they finally knew Ye Yuan’s importance. 

The situation that they were unable to cope with by going all out, Ye Yuan resolved it the moment he 

came! 

These skeletons were so powerful, but could not even withstand a single blow in front of Ye Yuan. 

This was a total disparity in strength! 

“I ... I’m ... sorry ...” Wei Cheng choked. 
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Chapter 836: Terrifying Existence 

“Sorry? Heh heh, can an apology revives your subordinates? Can an apology treat the wounds on their 

bodies? You’re really an idiot beyond redemption!” 
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Sheng Jun’s putting up with Wei Cheng already reached the limits. This time, he finally exploded. 

And this time, Wei Cheng finally shed remorseful tears. 

“Alright, don’t scold him anymore. Better pluck your spirits up; it’s not over yet! We seem to have ... 

provoked an extraordinary fellow this time!” Ye Yuan suddenly said with a grim expression. 

Everyone’s faces changed, all not quite certain what it meant. 

All of the skeletons were clearly finished off. What danger would there be still? 

Everyone looked towards Ye Yuan but discovered that Ye Yuan was currently looking over at the 

entrance of the passageway. 

The moment everyone saw, they could not help being greatly alarmed inwardly. 

An additional skeleton was there since goodness knows when! 

Just one! 

That skeleton did not say a word. It just sat at the cave entrance silently. Under its hand, it was pressing 

on a long saber. 

“Master, you need to be careful. His strength is unfathomable! Blackwind is probably completely not his 

match either!” Blackwind suddenly spoke. 

Blackwind’s words gave everyone a huge shock. 

He was a great circle Tier 8 dragon race, but he actually admitted himself that he was not this skeleton’s 

match! 

Then wouldn’t this skeleton’s strength have to reach Tier 9? 

Ye Yuan nodded his head slightly and said to everyone, “Everybody, retreat out of this cavern. Turn 

around, hurry up!” 

Sheng Jun’s expression changed, and he said, “Brother Ye ...” 

“Relax, I’ll catch up,” Ye Yuan said coolly. 

Sheng Jun’s gaze showed a complicated expression, and he said, “Take care, Brother Ye. Let’s go!” 

Dozens of martial artists withdrew out of this cavern very quickly under Sheng Jun’s lead. In the empty 

cave, there was only Ye Yuan, Blackwind, and that skeleton opposite left. 

“On you, there is the aura of the Vast Heaven Stele!” 

That skeleton’s mouth rattled and actually opened its mouth to talk! The moment it started talking, it 

startled Ye Yuan. 

The Vast Heaven Stele was absorbed by him into his body. Ordinary people could not detect it at all. But 

the skeleton actually laid bare the truth with a single comment! 



Looks like this skeleton not making a move the entire time was probably because of the Vast Heaven 

Stele. Otherwise, if he swung a saber down, most likely no one could withstand it. 

“Senior recognizes the Vast Heaven Stele?” Ye Yuan did not deny it but answered with a question 

instead. 

“Of course, I know it! The Vast Heaven Stele’s former owner was one of the leaders of the human race!” 

the skeleton said slowly. 

“Former owner? Could Senior be talking about Senior Fang Tian?” Ye Yuan said curiously. 

But the skeleton shook its head and said, “Fang Tian? Looks like the Vast Heaven Stele has already 

changed quite a few generations of owners. No idea how long I’ve slumbered here either. But since you 

obtained the Vast Heaven Stele, looks like the time for the Divine Realm’s great calamity has arrived 

again.” 

Ye Yuan’s expression became apprehensive. Looks like this skeleton’s era before his death was even 

further back than he imagined! 

Furthermore, hearing the meaning in the skeleton’s words, seemed like it was all ominous foreboding 

once the Vast Heaven Stele came into being. 

Recalling Fang Tian’s experiences that Long Teng mentioned before, seemed like it was really the case. 

That whatever Heavenly Fiendgod sounded like a very powerful existence when one heard it. 

If not for Fang Tian, most likely, the Divine Realm’s situation right now would definitely not be like this. 

Now that 50 thousand years had passed, could it be another round of samsara again? 

But Long Teng did not elaborate in detail regarding that earth-shattering great battle 50 thousand years 

ago and did not disclose more things. The specific circumstances, Ye Yuan did not know either. 

Except, undercurrents seemed to be flowing in the Divine Realm presently. Could it be ... related to the 

great calamity the skeleton talked about? 

“Senior, just what kind of great calamity will the Divine Realm encounter? Is it possible that it’s related 

to some extent with this Unparalleled Ancient Fiend Sealing Grand Array? According to what Junior 

knows, this Unparalleled Ancient Fiend Sealing Grand Array was also an extremely formidable array 

formation in the Ancient Era. Just what kind of an existence is this boneyard suppressing?” Ye Yuan was 

filled with doubts. 

“Since you recognize this Unparalleled Ancient Fiend Sealing Grand Array, why did you still bring so 

many people inside? At present, the grand array has already loosened. That thing will accelerate the 

breaking of the seal after obtaining so much blood feed!” the skeleton said. 

Ye Yuan’s expression changed when he heard that. He briefly recounted the events that happened in 

this period of time. 

The skeleton kept silent after hearing it. He only opened his mouth after some time and said, “You went 

through the trouble. It’s just that your strength is too poor. Coming in makes no difference too. Just 

now, if not for sensing the Vast Heaven Stele, you guys would already all be dead men.” 



The skeleton’s words were very calm, as though talking about something that was not worth 

mentioning. Blackwind this great circle of Tier 8, he thought nothing of him at all. 

Ye Yuan did not doubt this skeleton’s words in the slightest. This person was surely a peerless 

powerhouse during his lifetime. 

Even if he was only left with a skeleton now, the feeling that he gave him was also incredibly dangerous. 

Except, being looked down upon by a skeleton, Ye Yuan was helpless too. Even though Ye Yuan was 

already going all out to increase his strength, it was still not quite adequate to look at! 

Facing this kind of ancient-class powerhouse, even if countless tens of thousands of years had elapsed, 

he was not a match. 

“Bring them away. This fiendgod is going to come into being very soon! You all can’t stop him! What are 

those Deity Realm powerhouses all doing, to actually let you guys, these babies, come to die!” The 

skeleton said unhappily. 

Ye Yuan was speechless again when he heard that and said with a sigh, “Senior, the Divine Realm’s 

Divine Dao has already dwindled to zero for over 100 thousand years! Ever since then, there are no 

longer Divine Realm powerhouses!” 

“What?! Divine Dao dwindled to zero!” Hearing this news, the skeleton finally lost composure. 

Only after a long time did the skeleton sigh and said, “I’m only a remnant soul now, completely unable 

to feel Heavenly Dao. Could it be that the Divine Realm has entered an age of declining laws? Forget it, 

I’m already dead for god knows how many years and can’t bother with matters after my death either. I 

can only give a last bit of meager strength.” 

Ye Yuan was slightly startled in his heart. Between the lines of this skeleton’s words, it all revealed the 

might of the fiendgod this place was suppressing! 

Once an existence like this broke out, who knew what kind of a catastrophe the Divine Realm would 

have to suffer! 

“Senior, isn’t there any way at all?” Ye Yuan said unresignedly. 

“Back then, the one who sealed the fiendgod with this Unparalleled Ancient Fiend Sealing Grand Array 

was the Vast Heaven Stele’s owner. He was one of the leaders of the human race, and even he was 

incapable of killing this fiendgod. You can imagine his power! Even though you acquired the Vast Heaven 

Stele, your strength is too weak and don’t have the ability to deal with the fiendgod at all. Furthermore, 

you said that somebody is intentionally weakening the Unparalleled Ancient Fiend Sealing Grand Array. 

Most likely, he’ll be able to break out before long,” the skeleton said. 

How powerful the Vast Heaven Stele’s owner the skeleton talked about was, Ye Yuan had no way of 

imagining. But he was certain that as the leader of the human race at that time, the Vast Heaven Stele’s 

owner’s strength was definitely formidable to the extreme. 

Even he had no way of killing the fiendgod. It could be seen how powerful this fellow was. 



Ye Yuan mused for a moment and said, “According to what Senior said, this fiendgod has already been 

sealed for several tens of thousands of years. Likely, his strength at present is just a mere fraction 

already. If talking about killing the fiendgod, wouldn’t now be the best opportunity?” 

The skeleton was silent for a while and said, “Junior, you’re very responsible! But there’s no way that 

you’re his match. You have the Vast Heaven Stele on hand, best to cultivate as quickly as possible! That 

way, perhaps there’s still a gleam of chance to kill the fiendgod!” 

But Ye Yuan shook his head stubbornly and said, “Junior ... wants to give it a go!” 
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Chapter 837: All Facets of Life 

Rumble ... 

All of a sudden, the whole world started trembling. 

Ye Yuan’s expression changed. This tremor clearly came from the direction of the Unparalleled Ancient 

Fiend Sealing Grand Array. 

“Has it begun? Looks like I’ve reached the time to leave as well! Junior, future matters will be entrusted 

to you! On you, I saw the shadow of the Vast Heaven Stele’s owner! Be careful,” the skeleton said this 

sentence, then turned right around and left. 

Ye Yuan’s expression was slightly dark, and he turned around and left too. 

Seeing Ye Yuan come out safely, everyone heaved a big sigh in relief too. 

“Brother Ye, it’s really great that you’re fine! No idea what happened underground, to actually make 

even the earth tremble. Furthermore, these zombies are actually flooding towards underground like 

tidewater,” Sheng Jun said rather worriedly. 

Ye Yuan’s expression was grave as he said, “A fiendgod is suppressed underground here, whose strength 

is overwhelming! These zombies were probably created by people with the intent of assaulting the 

grand array. Now, this grand array suffered a tremendous impact. The fiendgod is going to break free 

very soon.” 

“Fiendgod! In this world, could there really be the existence of the fiend race?” 

“N-No way, right? To proclaim to be a fiendgod, wouldn’t that be ... a Deity Realm-like existence?” 

“Are you kidding?! Once an existence like that breaks out, who in this Divine Realm can be his match? 

W-We’d better hurry up and leave!” 

Ye Yuan’s words caused a huge panic among the seven Holy Lands’ martial artists. 

Many martial artists already could not contain themselves, wanting to leave this boneyard. 

Deity Realm, this was a realm that made all martial artists yearn for. It was also a realm that all martial 

artists feared. 

Facing Deity Realm powerhouses, not everybody had this kind of courage. 
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To martial artists in an age of declining laws, Deity Realm was equivalent to invincibility. 

“Everybody, this fiendgod was sealed for several tens of thousands of years by the grand array. His loss 

of strength is immense, and it’s precisely a fine opportunity for us to slay him! Once the fiendgod breaks 

free, when he recovers his strength, the Divine Realm will surely be plunged into an abyss of suffering. I 

ask for everyone to lend this Ye a helping hand and eliminate this fiend!” Ye Yuan cupped his fists and 

said to everyone. 

Wei Cheng’s two legs were trembling. Suddenly, he snapped, “Ye Yuan, you had known that there is the 

fiendgod existing underground here long ago. Once it broke out, your Crimson Afterglow Holy Land will 

be the first to bear the brunt, so you want to drag us, the other six families, all into the water, isn’t that 

so!Hahaha, you even feigned a noble appearance, saying that it’s for the consideration of the seven 

Holy Lands! You, this fellow, are a hypocrite posing as a person of high morals!” 

Hearing that the fiendgod was about to break free soon, Wei Cheng was frightened to the extreme in his 

heart. 

Under this sort of circumstances, he habitually pushed all of the blame to Ye Yuan. 

It was just that his words indeed aggravated the fear in everyone’s hearts even more. Their gazes when 

looking at Ye Yuan became somewhat unfriendly. 

It was only due to Blackwind being present that they maintained a final restraint. 

Under this kind of hopeless situation, it could reflect people’s hearts most of all. 

Ye Yuan said with a cold smile, “With your view of things, you can only see a tiny little White Valiant 

Region. Once the fiendgod breaks out, who in the entire Divine Realm can resist his footsteps?” 

Everyone’s faces changed, all feeling a sense of pressure coming from head-on. 

The fiendgod coming into being, the Divine Realm would surely be turbulent, and the one to be the first 

to bear the brunt was the White Valiant Region. 

“Everybody, don’t listen to him quibble! You aren’t going to say now that you came underground for the 

sake of the human race’s righteousness, right? I don’t care, either way, I’m leaving! That is a fiendgod! 

Which one of you wants to seek death, just go yourself!” 

Finished talking, he brought the Cloud Watchtower Holy Land’s remaining martial artists and left straight 

away. 

Hua Shujie had a look of struggle and also came in front of Ye Yuan and said, “Brother Ye, the fiendgod 

cannot be fought! Presumably, an existence like him won’t take fancy on puny little Rank Nine Holy 

Lands like us too. Farewell!” 

Finished talking, he turned around and said to the Fire Feather Holy Land martial artists, “Let’s go!” 

Ye Yuan did not stop Hua Shujie’s departure, but said to Sheng Jun, “Brother Sheng, you?” 



Sheng Jun had a look of dilemma too and countered with a question instead, “Brother Ye, even if the 

fiendgod’s strength is depleted to the limit by the grand array, he’s likely not what we can rival as well. I 

wonder how much confidence Brother Ye has?” 

Ye Yuan shook his head and said with a bitter smile, “Not much confidence!” 

Sheng Jun was stunned, He originally thought that Ye Yuan being so resolute, he more or less had some 

confidence. But looking at it now, Ye Yuan was completely messing around! 

“Brother Ye, isn’t it courting death like this? Is it worth it?” Sheng Jun asked. 

Ye Yuan smiled and said, “There’s no worth it or not worth it, only willing or unwilling. I, Ye Yuan, want 

to do it, so I’ll go do it. It’s that simple.” 

Sheng Jun was stupefied again. If Ye Yuan talked about some great principle with him, he would 

definitely turn around and go. 

But Ye Yuan’s words made his heart jolt. 

Real men only seek a clear conscious when doing things, who cares about his reputation before and 

after his death! 

“Fine! Brother Ye, I, Sheng Jun, will accompany you to go crazy today!” 

Sheng Jun turned around again and said to the Soaring Rainbow Holy Land’s martial artists, “Though I’m 

the Soaring Rainbow Holy Land’s Young Lord, today’s matter, I won’t force you guys! Whoever is willing 

to stay behind, I, Sheng Jun, welcome cordially! Whoever is willing to go, I absolutely won’t bar the way 

either!” 

Actually, Ye Yuan did not harbor any hope towards these people but did not expect that Sheng Jun 

actually really chose to remain behind. 

Ye Yuan had this attitude towards the Crimson Afterglow Holy Land too. In the end, the Crimson 

Afterglow Holy Land martial artists actually all chose to stay behind. 

But the other three Holy Lands, only a few people stayed behind. 

The number of people that remained behind in the end was merely 20 over people. Among them, over 

half was even the Crimson Afterglow Holy Land’s martial artists. 

But this figure already far surpassed Ye Yuan’s expectations. 

With Sheng Jun’s lead, a Phaseless Realm elder even stayed behind for the Soaring Rainbow Holy Land. 

“Elder Sister Cai Yue, aren’t you going too? You had a hard time before managing to cure your Heavenly 

Yin Terminal Meridian Physique. If you encounter any mishap here, wouldn’t it be Ye Yuan’s fault?” 

From start to end, Cai Yue stood behind Ye Yuan, did not say a word, and did not move before either. 

Only when she heard Ye Yuan ask did Cai Yue smile and said, “This lowly one said before, in the future, 

this life is yours. Moreover, honestly speaking, the current Young Lord Ye is really mesmerizing this lowly 

one to death!” 



Cai Yue’s eyes were full of admiration. Her gaze looking at Ye Yuan was like looking at her lover. 

Ye Yuan said with a mocking smile, “Your life is your own, nothing to do with me. It’s really very 

dangerous this time. I don’t have any assurance at all. Elder Sister better leave.” 

Cai Yue just smiled but did not have the intention of moving. 

Ye Yuan was helpless and could only not urge anymore. 

Rumble ... 

The tremors underground became even fiercer. In the underground passageway, wisps of fiendish black 

qi actually started spreading all over the place! 

Ye Yuan’s expression changed, and he said, “Such powerful fiendish qi! Truly well-deserving of being a 

fiendgod! Being sealed for so many years by the Unparalleled Ancient Fiend Sealing Grand Array, he can 

actually still erupt with such powerful fiendish qi. Looks like the fiendgod is going to break free very 

soon. Let’s hurry up and go!” 

The fiendgod had not broken free yet and already dispersed such powerful fiendish qi. This made 

everyone involuntarily become even more worried in their hearts. 
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Chapter 838: Setting up Formation 

Swoosh! Swoosh! Swoosh! 

Several dozen figures scurried out from the passageway Ye Yuan set up. 

“Pooh! Pretending to be a human race hero for what? It’s fine if you go seek death yourself, you even 

want to drag us to be scapegoats. Are heroes so easy to be? Fishing for fame and praise!” Wei Cheng 

spat at the entrance. 

He said these words very loudly and did not avoid everyone’s eyes and ears. 

The moment the words came out, everyone shot over contemptuous looks. 

“If not for Ye Yuan, you’d have already died several times over. You still have the capability to make 

sarcastic remarks here? Being shameless to your level is also considered a kind of realm!” Hua Shujie 

said with a cold smile. 

Even though he did not have the courage to face the fiendgod, he still admired Ye Yuan’s choice greatly. 

Furthermore, Ye Yuan had indeed saved everyone a number of times. This was an indisputable fact. 

“Hua Shujie, don’t talk like you’re very lofty, didn’t you run too? What right do you have to comment on 

me? Also, you guys! Each and every one of you looking at me with this sort of expression for what? If 

you have the capabilities, go down yourselves!” Wei Cheng roared. 

Under repeated blows, Wei Cheng’s psyche already utterly lost balance. 

But his words were still very incisive. No matter what reason, running was running. These martial artists 

all turned their faces away, revealing looks of embarrassment. 
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People all had this kind of mentality, feeling that if the sky fell down, there would be tall guys propping it 

up. 

The fiendgod coming into being should be those Divine King powerhouses coming out to face the 

enemy. What responsibility and duty did they have to face this kind of danger? 

Those like Ye Yuan were undoubtedly moths flying into the fire that kind. They would even be ridiculed 

by people, such as Wei Cheng. 

“Wow, very lively eh. Didn’t you guys go in? Why did you come out so quickly? You’re making it very 

hard for me like this!” 

Suddenly, a spooky voice sounded out, making everyone jump in fright. 

Two people clad entirely in black clothes suddenly appeared. They actually did not discover at all before 

this. 

Hua Shujie said with a slightly somber expression, “Who are you people? Making a show of force here, 

don’t you know that the fiendgod is about to come into being at once?” 

The two black-clothed people exchanged a glance and could not help laughing weirdly. One of them said 

with a big laugh, “Fiendgod coming into being? Of course we know! Because this fiendgod is freed by 

us!” 

The moment these words came out, everyone’s faces changed drastically. No wonder Ye Yuan said that 

someone had ulterior motives. Turns out that he really hit the mark! 

“Je je, although your strength is a little lousy, as Lord Fiendgod’s blood feed, it’s barely adequate. 

Originally, you guys sending yourselves in saved us some trouble. Now ... we can only personally take 

action and send you in.” The other person said with a weird laugh. 

“Who the hell are you people? Why do you want to do this sort of thing that betrays the human race?” 

Hua Shujie interrogated. 

“Well ... You can call us ... Holy Followers! Alright, surrender without resistance!” One of them said 

coolly. 

... 

When Ye Yuan and the rest rushed to the depths underground, they were struck dumbfounded by the 

scene before their eyes. 

Beneath the ground was an enormous cavern. At this time, inside the entire cavern was filled with 

fiendish qi. 

East, South, West, North, and Central; all five positions had five sacrificial altars constructed by no idea 

who. 

At this moment, those zombies were all walking over towards the area surrounded by the sacrificial 

altars without heed for their lives. They were directly refined into a cloud of blood mist, then directly 

absorbed by the sacrificial altar in the middle. 



“Brother Ye, why are these zombies all charging inside without any heed for their lives?” Sheng Jun was 

greatly shocked. 

“These zombies were originally refined artificially. They are all controlled by people,” Ye Yuan said 

calmly. 

“What? These zombies are all refined artificially? This ... How many lives does this have to slaughter? 

Could it be that those super Holy Lands all don’t care?” Sheng Jun was utterly shocked by it. 

The number of zombies underground here was probably more than 100 million. To refine so many 

zombies, wouldn’t it have to kill this many people? 

Just what kind of faction could do it to such a degree? 

“Martial artists under Tier 6 don’t count for anything in the Divine Realm. As long as it’s done a little 

covertly, gathering this sum was not something hard. I’m just curious, just what kind of force can 

accomplish this unbeknown to gods and ghosts,” Ye Yuan said with a grim expression. 

From the Medicine King Hall’s destruction to various sorts of bizarre incidents happening in the Divine 

Realm, then to this Unparalleled Ancient Fiend Sealing Grand Array presently, the Divine Realm that was 

calm on the surface was likely already surging with undercurrents long ago. 

It was just that this faction concealed too deeply. Everyone had yet to become aware of its existence. 

“This ... Then we’re just going to watch them go offer up a sacrifice passively?” Sheng Jun said 

unresignedly. 

With these many zombies, they could not kill all. After people died, evil qi would coalesce. And this area 

of extreme yin land was filled with powerful extreme yin qi. These zombies could fuse these two kinds of 

qi into evil yin qi. 

The corrosive nature of evil yin qi was extremely strong. Using it to corrode array formations was most 

suitable. 

Even though the Unparalleled Ancient Fiend Sealing Grand Array was an ancient top-tier grand array, 

along with the passing of time, its power was already greatly discounted. 

Adding in the erosion of these evil yin qi, under the simultaneous attack from the fiendgod within and 

outside, the grand array was already teetering on the verge of collapse. 

Ye Yuan shook his head and said, “It’s already too late! Unless there are still Deity Realm powerhouses in 

this world, there will be no way to reinforce this Unparalleled Ancient Fiend Sealing Grand Array. 

Otherwise, even if we kill finish these zombies, it’s of no help to the matter too. The fiendgod coming 

into being is an unstoppable trend!” 

Sheng Jun sucked in a breath deeply and could not help becoming worried about the Divine Realm’s 

situation in the future. 

In the Divine Realm, regarding the descriptions of the fiend race, it merely existed in legends. Only in 

some ancient records would it occasionally mention the fiend race. 



This stretch of boundless and limitless continent had always been under the rule of the human race and 

demon race. 

“Legend has it that in the desolate era, the human race and the fiend race once fought an earth-shaking 

great war. Originally thought that these were merely just legends, didn’t think that they were actually 

true! If it’s in accordance with how ancient records narrate it, the human race and fiend race are still 

mortal enemies. Most likely, the human race is really going to plunge into misery and suffering!” Sheng 

Jun said. 

Ye Yuan shook his head and said, “The fiend race is not just a legend. They have always existed in the 

Divine Realm. It’s just that they were not known to people. 50 thousand years ago, there was a fellow 

who proclaimed to be a Heavenly Fiendgod that came roaring into existence. Unfortunately, he ran into 

a genius martial artist from the human race and was beaten until he fled with heavy injuries.” 

Sheng Jun was taken aback from shock. Only now did he know that the Divine Realm actually still had 

such secrets. 

It was just that with Ye Yuan’s age, how did he know this kind of secrets? This Ye Yuan really made 

people unable to fathom! 

“Brother Ye, then are we just going to stare blankly right now? Are we going to wait the fiendgod to 

come into being?” Sheng Jun said. 

“How can that be? You rest and rehabilitate here for a moment, I’ll go set up the formation!” 

Ye Yuan leaped and started bustling about inside this cave. 

Before long, a large-scale array formation gradually had an elementary form. 

When Sheng Jun saw the elementary form of this array formation, his expression could not help 

changing slightly, and he asked Wu Siyuan, “Elder Wu, could this array formation that Brother Ye is 

laying down be the Crimson Afterglow’s undisclosed secret? How can a mere Tier 6 array formation be 

so complex?” 
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Wu Siyuan shook his head blankly and said, “I’ve never seen this Tier 6 array formation before. But this 

array formation ... gives my heart a feeling of palpitations!” 

Sheng Jun shared the same feeling and said, “Indeed! Although I’m a major realm higher than him, I feel 

that if I enter this array formation, I’ll probably never come out again! I truly didn’t expect that Brother 

Ye actually had such high attainments in the Dao of Array Formations!” 

This array formation that Ye Yuan laid down was precisely his pinnacle work in the Formations Path at 

present, the Asura Confounding Formation! 

Along with the increase in cultivation, Ye Yuan could already fully set up this array formation. 
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Back then, when he was still at the Sea Transformation Realm, he blocked the entire Purple Mansion 

Sect’s attack by relying on this array formation, playing the Purple Mansion Sect’s late-stage Soul Sea 

experts in the palm of his hands. 

Now, Ye Yuan was already God knows how many times stronger than back then. The array formation set 

up naturally could not be mentioned in the same breath. 

This array formation was also his greatly killing tool in the Formations Path! 

What Ye Yuan set up back then was merely the Greater Confounding Formation which was not equipped 

with the functions of a killing formation. 

But now, Ye Yuan was already able to integrate the killing formation inside and could unleash this array 

formation to the limits! 

As for whether or not it could stop the fiendgod, that was unknown. 

Following the passing of time, the fiendish qi in the cave became increasingly vigorous. That horrifying 

pressure made everyone have a feeling of wanting to escape. 

On that sacrificial altar in the middle, fiendish qi erupted like a volcano, causing the entire cave to 

tremble. 

Right then, Ye Yuan finally finished setting the formation. He was hit with exhaustion at this time too. 

This array formation being set up till the end, he expended tremendous physical strength and mental 

strength too. He consumed several medicinal pills on the spot and started recovering his strength. 

Rumble ... 

An enormous tremor reverberated throughout the entire cave. 

Ye Yuan opened both eyes abruptly and said with a solemn expression, “It’s coming!” 

Everyone’s expression became fearful, looking at that sacrificial altar in the center without shifting their 

eyes. 

Countless black gas spouted out, finally condensing to form a fiendish black shadow! 

“Hahaha ... How many tens of thousands of years has it been! This Seat finally broke free! Damn 

humans, be prepared to receive this Seat’s wrath! Yii? There are still some small fries here. Didn’t expect 

that right after coming out, there are people taking the initiative to deliver themselves to the doorstep 

to become this Seat’s blood feed!” 

The black shadow emitted a low and deep voice, akin to waves of muffled thunder. 

The black shadow actually allowed no explanation, heading straight for Ye Yuan’s direction in a surprise 

attack! 

Boom! 

A ball of black gas directly smashed onto everyone’s bodies, smashing Ye Yuan’s group of people into a 

cloud of blood mist! 



“Hahaha ... I absorb! En?” 

The fiendgod was just planning to absorb the mass of blood mist when he suddenly discovered 

something amiss. 

“Looks like I underestimated this bunch of trash, to actually let this Seat fall for an illusionary array 

imperceptibly! Hehe, playing hide and seek? This Seat’s mood today is excellent. I’ll accompany you all 

to play!” 

The fiendgod surveyed the surroundings and started to find the figures of Ye Yuan and the rest. 

In the array formation, everyone had a lingering fear. 

Sheng Jun was somewhat shuddering in retrospect as he said, “Brother Ye, all thanks to your array 

formation! Otherwise, we’d probably be killed by this fiendgod in one exchange!” 

Ye Yuan said with a grim expression, “Truly didn’t expect that this fiendgod can still preserve such 

strength after being trapped for several tens of thousands of years by the Unparalleled Ancient Fiend 

Sealing Grand Array! Just how powerful was he at his peak period?” 

Although everyone avoided the fiendgod’s attack just now by relying on the Asura Confounding 

Formation, the might of the fiendgod was still deeply imprinted in everyone’s mind. 

“Brother Ye, what should we do now?” Sheng Jun said. 

“In a while, everybody, listen to my arrangement. I’ll manipulate the array formation and continuously 

expend that fiendgod’s strength ... understood?” 

Ye Yuan carried out arrangements for each person. Borrowing the truth and deception of the array 

formation could bring to play their strength to the limits. 

Boom! 

The fiendgod demolished an illusion with an attack again. 

Chiii! 

An attack came out from the void, rumbling straight for the fiendgod. 

But the fiendgod just lightly waved and directly wiped out that attack. 

“Not having a physical body is indeed very troublesome. Looks like I still have to seize possession of a 

human’s body first! That damn Daoist Absolute Heaven, he actually used the Vast Heaven Stele to 

destroy my physical body!” the fiendgod said slowly. 

The surroundings continuously had Ye Yuan and co.’s attacks transmitting over. But these attacks could 

not cause any threat to the fiendgod. 

He obliterated these attacks with a wave of his hand. 

Regardless whether was it Heaven Enlightenment Realm martial artists’ attacks or Phaseless Realm 

martial artists’ attacks. 



“Surging Floodwaters!” 

After a concentrated series of attacks, a peerlessly powerful attack pierced right through the void, 

landing heavily on the fiendgod’s main body! 

“ARGHHH ... !” 

The fiendgod gave a miserable cry, his body flying out backward. 

After a round of indiscriminate bombardment, Ye Yuan’s plan finally succeeded! 

“Excellent! I even thought that this guy is invincible. Turns out he will sustain injuries too!” 

“It’s still Lord Black Flood Dragon’s attack that’s powerful. This move, even I’m scared when I see it. The 

fiendgod suffering this attack, he will be heavily wounded if not dead, right?” 

“Young Lord Ye’s array formation is indeed miraculous, to actually be able to let attacks shuttle through 

the void and directly attack the fiendgod’s main body.” 

The crowd of martial artists was all incredibly excited to see Blackwind’s attack succeed. 

But Ye Yuan said with a grave expression, “It’s still early! If the fiendgod is so easy to deal with, it 

wouldn’t be a fiendgod! With the strength of a major ancient power, it could only suppress him here 

too. How can he be so easy to take care of?” 

Ye Yuan’s voice had yet to fade when a series of intense quaking sounds echoed. The grand array was 

actually shaking! 

“Little tras, congratulations! You’ve successfully infuriated this Seat! Even the Unparalleled Ancient 

Fiend Sealing Grand Array couldn’t trap this Seat. Just a lousy illusionary array, I want to see how many 

times it can withstand this seat’s attacks!” 

The fiendgod’s voice transmitted into each person’s ears, startling everybody. 

Bang! Bang! Bang! 

The fiendgod went seemingly insane, bombarding the grand array non-stop. And the Asura Confounding 

Formation started trembling violently under his attacks too. 

“Not good, if we let him carry on attacking like this, the grand array will be breached sooner or later!” Ye 

Yuan said with a solemn look. 

It was still Ye Yuan’s first time encountering such a troublesome opponent. Even the Asura Confounding 

Formation could not trap him. 

Luckily, this fiendgod’s strength was already very debilitated from being sealed for too long a time. Or 

else, he could probably destroy the Asura Confounding Formation with a wave of his hand. 

“What to do, Brother Ye? Once the grand array is breached, we’ll be without any barriers at all! This 

fiendgod is truly formidable. We ... are probably not his match!” 

Through a round of probing, these martial artists had long seen the fiendgod’s might already. 



Facing the fiendgod head-on, they felt rather fearful just thinking about it. 

Ye Yuan gritted his teeth and said, “The Asura Confounding Formation probably can’t be preserved 

anymore. Since that’s the case, I’ll let him witness the truly formidable aspect of the Asura Confounding 

Formation!” 

Ye Yuan sent everyone out of the array formation and mustered up all of the essence energy in his body 

to deploy the array formation! 

All of a sudden, the entire grand array started flashing! 

Above the firmament, countless sword lights actually condensed! 

“What?!” The fiendgod stopped his attacks, incomparably shocked as he looked at the sword lights in 

the air. 
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Within the void, there were countless virtual sword images suspended. 

This was the fifth-stage supreme true intent Ye Yuan displayed by merging his sword intent into the 

Asura Confounding Formation and borrowing the power of the grand array! 

This Asura Confounding Formation after Ye Yuan improved it, the power of the killing formation was 

even stronger than the original version! 

Sharp swords hung high above, even someone as powerful as the fiendgod turned pale with fright too. 

“Asura Confounding Formation, Myriad Sword Piercing the Heart! Kill!” 

Ye Yuan roared, countless long swords streaked through countless streams of flowing light in the grand 

array, rushing towards the all-powerful fiendgod! 

Bang! Bang! Bang! 

Ye Yuan himself did not have such boundless essence energy, but the grand array did! 

In an instant, the Asura Confounding Formation extracted the essence energy within all of the earth 

essence crystals dry. The power could be imagined! 

The place the fiendgod stood at was immediately blasted to residue by countless streaks of sword light, 

stirring up clouds of dust. 

“So ... So powerful! Just a Tier 6 grand array, this power ... is also too terrifying, right?” Sheng Jun 

muttered. 

This scene was too shocking, resulting in him not thinking whether or not the fiendgod was finished off 

right away, but astonishment at the might of the grand array. 

“Young Lord Ye is mighty! Such a terrifying attack, there’s no way that fiendgod can survive, right?” 
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“Hahaha, what bullshit fiendgod, I think it’s nothing more than this! Wasn’t he still finished off all at 

once!” 

After the shock, the martial artists were all incredibly excited. 

Originally thought that doomsday was arriving, didn’t expect that this fiendgod was merely nothing 

more than this. 

Whoosh! 

Ye Yuan’s figure slowly landed in front of everyone, saying with a serious expression, “Everybody, be on 

guard. The fiendgod isn’t so easy to be disposed of! Without the grand array’s protection, we’re going to 

have a direct confrontation with him!” 

Everyone’s excited expressions could not help choking up. Even such a terrifying attack could not kill the 

fiendgod? 

This ... No way, right? 

Whoosh ... Bang! 

There was a blur before everyone’s eyes. They had yet to recover to their senses when a dark shadow 

already arrived in front. 

A streak of black light smacked directly onto a Heaven Enlightenment Realm martial artist’s body. He 

immediately exploded into a cloud of blood mist! 

All of this happened too suddenly. Everyone was still half-dubious about Ye Yuan’s words, and the 

fiendgod actually attacked again! 

Without the grand array’s shielding, a martial artist instantly died on Ye Yuan’s side. 

Everyone turned pale with fright and hastily retreated. 

The fiendgod did not have the intention of following up either. He just greedily absorbed that cloud of 

blood mist. 

Ye Yuan’s expression changed. The fiendgod’s aura was actually getting strong! 

Without a doubt, that attack earlier proved effective. The fiendgod’s aura was weakened substantially 

compared to before. But at this time, he was actually in the midst of gradually recovering! 

“This fellow can actually absorb the essence and blood of martial artists to recover strength! Everybody 

be careful!” Ye Yuan said with a solemn expression. 

If it was like this, Ye Yuan’s side absolutely must not have casualties appear again. Or else, the fiendgod 

would grow stronger with battle. 

“I-Is this guy a monster? Fully withstood such a terrifying attack and he’s actually completely fine!” 

Somebody said in despair. 

The current fiendgod was a mass of dark shadow. Only two eyeballs were left in his entire body that 

could be seen. 



But at this moment, the fiendgod’s pair of eyeballs looked towards Ye Yuan and opened his mouth to 

say, “A little interesting. A measly little Tier 6 martial artist can actually injure this Seat! However, even 

Daoist Absolute Heaven couldn’t kill this seat. With just the likes of you, this brat, what can you do to 

me? All obediently become this seat’s blood feed. This is your honor!” 

Ye Yuan’s expression was grim as he said, “Phaseless Realm martial artists, assist Blackwind to launch 

attacks. Heaven Enlightenment Realm martial artists support with coordinated actions by the side. This 

guy’s speed is peculiar, be careful!” 

Everyone slowly nodded, their faces all had unspeakable solemness. The might of the fiendgod far 

exceeded their imaginations. 

One had to know, this was still the state after the fiendgod was sealed for countless years! 

“Heh heh, looks like you still won’t give up hope! Forget it, this seat will fulfill your wishes!” 

The fiendgod gave a weird laugh and vanished with a whoosh. 

“Be careful!” 

Ye Yuan suddenly pushed a palm out, pushing away a Heaven Enlightenment Realm martial artist. A 

black shadow dashed right through the place he stood at. 

Being pushed aside by Ye Yuan, that martial artist finally recovered his senses and involuntarily broke 

into a cold sweat. 

“M-Many thanks, Young Lord Ye!” 

That martial artist was even kind of stuttering when talking. Just now was really a very close shave. If not 

for Ye Yuan making a move, his outcome would already be the same as that person from before. 

“Origin Magnetic Field? Couldn’t tell that your tricks are really plentiful!” said the fiendgod, slightly 

surprised. 

Just now, it was clearly going to succeed in a moment. At the crucial juncture, it was like someone 

dragged him a little, making his figure drop down abruptly, stagnating that tiny bit. That was how that 

martial artist barely avoided his attack. 

First was the Asura Confounding Formation, then the Origin Magnetic Field. The fiendgod actually 

suffered two hidden losses in a row at the hands of a puny little Tier 6 martial artist. This made him 

rather surprised. 

“It’s actually an Origin Magnetic Field!” 

Hearing the fiendgod’s words, everyone could not help looking at Ye Yuan in shock. 

This Crimson Afterglow young lord’s methods were truly inexhaustible! 

With Boundless Realm cultivation, he could actually dance around with an existence like the fiendgod. 

Truly remarkable. 



If not for Ye Yuan, probably in a single exchange, they all would be completely wiped out by the 

fiendgod. 

“Lord Fiendgod’s methods are quite a few too! Being suppressed for so countless tens of thousands of 

years, your strength is actually still so powerful!” Ye Yuan said coolly. 

“Heh heh, looks like you still have quite a bit of understanding about this seat! That’s right! If this Seat is 

at my peak, a little finger can pinch you all, this bunch of trash, to death. How could I tolerate you, this 

brat, to be cocky in front of this seat?” 

“A hero won’t mention past glories. Lord Fiendgod is not a person of this era in the first place, better to 

sleep eternally in this place!” Ye Yuan’s face fell, killing intent overflowing instantly. 

The fiendgod was slightly stunned when he saw the situation and immediately burst into laughter and 

said, “Hahaha, since this seat came out, then it’s the time of arrival for the doomsday of your human 

race! You, a measly little Tier 6 martial artist, actually wants to kill this Seat! An utter joke! Don’t you 

know that this Seat has an undying body?” 

“Little Lord, I, don’t believe that there’s really any undying body in this world! Today, I want to give it a 

try and see! Blackwind, I’ll coordinate with you with the Origin Magnetic Field, go!” 

“Yes, Master!” 

Under Ye Yuan’s command, Blackwind’s body suddenly expanded several times, waving his claws as he 

attacked towards the fiendgod. 

The fiendgod was just about to evade when a bizarre forcefield appeared once again, delaying his figure 

that tiny bit. 

Boom! 

Blackwind’s palm force spat, immediately slamming together with the fiendgod. The two people each 

retreated several steps! 

“Everybody attack!” Ye Yuan said solemnly. 

Seeing this scene, everyone’s spirits were roused, each wielding a weapon and going forward! 

Ye Yuan interfered with the fiendgod’s traces from time to time with the Origin Magnetic Field, resulting 

in him being attacked in front and from the rear. 

For a moment, Ye Yuan’s side actually firmly took the upper-hand! 

Especially Blackwind’s attacks that were full of power. Even someone as powerful as the fiendgod was 

beaten until he screamed in pain too. 

“Damn it! You trash, taking advantage of when this Seat is at the weakest to sneak attack! What 

capability does that count as?!” howled the fiendgod. 


